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The interaction of a quantum system with its environment causes decoherence, setting a fundamental limit
on its suitability for quantum information processing. However, we show that if the system consists of coupled
parts with different internal energy scales then the interaction of one part with a thermal bath need not lead to
loss of coherence from the other. Remarkably, we find that the protected part can remain coherent for longer
when the coupling to the bath becomes stronger or the temperature is raised. Our theory will enable the design
of decoherence-resistant hybrid quantum computers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum decoherence describes the process by which a
small system becomes entangled with a large environment,
such that its phase can no longer be defined locally [1–3].
Indeed, a single quantum system coupled weakly to a bosonic
bath must lose coherence in its energy eigenbasis [4,5]. In some
sense the bath makes a “measurement” of the system, and its
state becomes mixed. However, the case of a hybrid quantum
system, i.e., one that is composed of multiple interacting parts,
is much more subtle. When the constituent parts have distinct
energy scales, a bath can couple to each part with a different
strength, and the decoherence of one part can influence the
coherence of other parts.
In this paper, we will explore how this interplay of intrasystem and system-bath coupling can affect the coherence of
one part of a coupled system. In particular, we will explore
whether conditions exist under which such coherence can
be protected from bath-induced noise. The system we will
study consists of two qubits with energy scales differing by
at least one order of magnitude (see Fig. 1). The theory we
discuss is generally applicable, and could apply, for example, to
exciton–electron-spin hybrids in quantum dots [6,7], molecular
systems [8] or defects in crystals [9], or to superconducting
qubits coupled to spins [10] or defect centers [11]. However,
we will base our argument on the concrete example of a coupled
spin-half electron and spin-half nucleus [12]. Hybrid systems
have been proposed as quantum computing devices [13], for
example represented by donors in silicon [14,15], that are able
to perform more efficiently than if only one qubit type is used.
Electron spins have rapid manipulation times, and these can
be coupled to optical photons or superconducting qubits for
measurement or entanglement [12,13], and coupling between
electron and nuclear spins provides access to quantum memory
with ultralong nuclear coherence times [16].
As an illustrative example, we will use a simplified description in which the electron spin decays by emitting energy into
a large environment (see, for example, [17] for a situation in
which photon emission dominates spin decay), but the nucleus
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only interacts with the electron. This coupling takes a form such
that the transition energy of the electron has a different value
for each of the two nuclear-spin states. We might then expect
that the rate of electron-spin decay would have a profound
effect on whether or not the environment destroys coherent
superpositions of nuclear states by projecting the nucleus onto
one of its energy eigenstates. For a sufficiently slow decay at
low temperature, the different nuclear-spin states would have
resolved lines in the electron-spin emission spectrum, and we
will argue this leads to a loss of nuclear coherence (see Fig. 1).
Conversely, we will investigate whether a fast electron-spin decay is able to preserve nuclear-spin coherence. We will finally
explore the impact of increasing temperature on these findings.
We first discuss the behavior at zero temperature (Sec. II).
In this limit, the problem can be solved exactly. To extend
our discussion to finite temperatures, we will in Sec. III A
introduce an approximate Markovian quantum master equation
(MQME). By comparing its predictions for zero temperature
with the exact solution we will check the appropriateness of this
equation. Using the MQME, the dependence of the long-time
nuclear coherence on the decay rate of the electron spin will
be presented and discussed, and the high-temperature behavior
will be checked by comparing with a semiclassical model in
Sec. III B. In Sec. IV we will suggest an experimental setup
that would be capable of testing our predictions.
II. MODEL AND EXACT SOLUTION AT
ZERO TEMPERATURE

Our model system is depicted in Fig. 1 and is described by
a total Hamiltonian H = HS + HSB + HB :
ω0 z
σ̂ + g σ̂ez σ̂nz ,
HS =
2 e

†
HSB =
ck (σ̂e+ b̂k + σ̂e− b̂k ),
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k

HB =



†

νk b̂k b̂k ,

(1)

k
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Here the system state is given in terms of the eigenstates of
σ̂z (|↑, |↓) and with the electron spin specified first and the
nuclear spin specified second. The state |0B is the vacuum
state of the bath and |kB refers to the kth bath mode containing
the excitation. We then use the Schrödinger equation to obtain
differential equations for state coefficients, α1,k , α2,k , a1 , and
a2 . After Laplace transforming we find the equation for the
states with an electronic excitation:
ãm (s)[s + f (s − iωm )] = am (0),

FIG. 1. (a) A coupled nuclear-spin–electron-spin system with
electron Zeeman splitting of ω0 and hyperfine coupling g. We neglect
the Zeeman splitting of the nuclear spin, and only the electron interacts
with a thermal reservoir. (b) The eigenenergies of the two-spin system
and allowed transitions ω1,2 . When the hyperfine coupling is small
(c), the transitions overlap and nuclear-spin coherences can survive.
Increasing the hyperfine coupling (d) resolves the transition lines and
coherences are lost.
z
σ̂e(n)

where
is the Pauli z operator for the electron (nucleus), and σ̂e+(−) is the electron-spin raising (lowering) operator. ω0 is the electron Zeeman splitting and g is the
hyperfine coupling strength. We ignore the nuclear Zeeman
splitting, which is negligible on this scale, and including
it would have no impact on our conclusions. Similarly we
consider only the Zeeman (z) part of the electron-nuclear
coupling. The effect on the dynamics of any spin-flip (x,y)
part of the electron-nuclear coupling is strongly suppressed due
to the large difference between electron and nuclear Zeeman
energies. The environment, which couples only to the electron,
is modeled as a collection of quantum harmonic oscillators
†
where a quantum in mode k is created with bk . The effects of the
environment
are characterized by the spectral density J (ν) =

π k |ck |2 δ(ν − νk ). When calculating numerical results, we
use a spectral density of Ohmic form,
 s


ν
sν
,
(2)
exp s −
J (ν) = γ0
ξc
ξc
where ξc is a cutoff frequency and γ0 is the peak spectral
density. s describes the ohmicity of the bath and unless
otherwise stated we will assume an Ohmic bath, s = 1. We
will also choose ξc = ω0 unless explicitly stated, since the
bath is approximately flat around the peak at ν = ξc —though
our conclusions are valid for any choice. In the following
calculations we will switch to the interaction picture with
respect to H0 = HS + HB .
We first present the exact (non-Markovian) zerotemperature solution using the Wigner-Weisskopf method
[18,19]. Since the bath is at T = 0 and the Hamiltonian is
number conserving we may work in the subspace where there is
a single excitation in either the electron spin or bath. Therefore,
a general state at time t can be written:
| (t) = + a1 (t) |↑↓ ⊗ |0B + a2 (t) |↑↑ ⊗ |0B

+
α1,k (t) |↓↓ ⊗ |kB + α2,k (t) |↓↑ ⊗ |kB .
k

(3)

(4)

where we denote Laplace transformed functions with a tilde.
m ∈ {1,2} and the transition frequencies are ω1 = ω0 − 2g,
ω2 = ω0 + 2g (as depicted in Fig. 1), and

 |ck |2
1 ∞
J (ν)
f (s) ≡
=
dν
.
(5)
s + iνk
π 0
s + iν
k
Equation (4) further allows us to write
α̃m,k (s) = −

am (0)
ick
.
s s + i(ωm − νk ) + f (s − iνk )

(6)

We can now find the coherence between nuclear-spin levels
when the electron spin has decayed to its ground state. The
element of the density matrix denoting such a coherence
with the electron 
in its ground state is written ρ↓↓,↓↑ (t) =
∗
↓↓| ρ(t) |↓↑ = k α1,k (t)α2,k
(t). Using the inverse Laplace
transform of Eq. (6) yields


1
ρ↓↓,↓↑ (t) = −
ds1 ds2 e(s1 +s2 )t a1 (0)a2∗ (0)
4π 3 B
B
 ∞
1
dνJ (ν)
×
s1 [s1 + i(ω1 − ν) + f (s1 − iν)]
0
1
×
,
(7)
s2 [s2 − i(ω2 − ν) + f ∗ (s2 − iν)]
where B denotes the Bromwich contour. Each of the s integrals
contains a pole at zero, and other structure (poles or branch
cuts) elsewhere in the complex plane [20,21]. In the long-time
limit, the only surviving contributions are from the s = 0 poles.
To evaluate the residue at s = 0, we must find f (−iν + 0+ ).
Using Eq. (5),
 ∞
i
J (x)
≡ (ν), (8)
f (−iν + 0+ ) = J (ν) − P
dx
π 0
x−ν
leading to
1
lim ρ↓↓,↓↑ (t) = a1 (0)a2∗ (0)
π
 ∞
J (ν)
×
dν
[ω
−
ν
−
i
(ν)][ω
1
2−ν +i
0

t→∞

∗ (ν)]

.

(9)
Following preparation
in the initial state |ψ(0) =
√
|↑ (|↓ + |↑)/ 2, we plot the exact steady-state coherence
in Fig. 2. When g is small compared with the typical electronic decay rate γ0 , nuclear coherence is preserved close to
its maximum value of 1/2 throughout the electronic decay
process. Increasing g causes a reduction and eventual loss of
nuclear coherence, with the effect more pronounced for smaller
electron-bath coupling rates. Increasing coupling to the bath
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FIG. 2. The magnitude of the steady-state coherence in the lower
electron state, ρ↓↓,↓↑ , at zero temperature as a function of the spinspin coupling, g. The bath has an Ohmic spectral density peaked
on resonance with the bare electron splitting ω0 and peak rate γ0 .
Solid lines represent the exact solutions, while dashed lines show the
solutions using the Born-Markov approximation.

broadens the range of g over which coherence is preserved, so
that at fixed g increasing damping causes increased coherence.
To see why this is, consider how the initial state |ψ(0)
reaches equilibrium. Our theory applies to any bosonic bath
but to give a concrete illustration we imagine that the bath
corresponds to photon modes, and so describes photon emission as the electron relaxes to its ground state. The emitted
photon spectrum would have two peaks, one centered on each
transition frequency ω0 ± 2g, and corresponding to the two
possible nuclear-spin states when the decay occurred. Each
peak has a width proportional to the transition rate. If the
separation between the two transitions is greater than the
transition rates, there is little overlap between the |↑n and
|↓n frequency distributions, as shown in Fig. 1. Measuring the
energy of the photon would allow us to know which transition
occurred, and thus which state the nuclear spin is in—any
coherence is lost, even if the measurement outcome is not
recorded. If the frequency distributions of photons emitted
from the two different transitions overlap sufficiently, then
measuring the frequency of the bath excitation does not allow
one to determine which decay occurred, and so the nuclear spin
remains in a superposition.
Having established and understood the behavior at zero
temperature, in the next section we extend our study to finite
temperature using both quantum and semiclassical models.
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and the Markov approximation, both of which are correct
to second order in the system-environment coupling [2]. In
calculations like these, an additional secular approximation is
often made, where dissipator terms that are off-diagonal in
the energy basis are neglected. This assumption is typically
justified in quantum-optical systems, where it is also known as
the rotating wave approximation [2], and leads to a Lindblad
form for the Liouvillian [22–25]. However, for systems with
closely spaced transition frequencies such as the coupled
nuclear-electron spins, secularization, i.e., discounting offdiagonal terms, is not justified. Indeed, secularization predicts
that the nuclear coherences will always be zero following
electron-spin decay, except at g = 0, where the nuclear spin is
completely isolated anyway. We know from the exact solution
that nuclear coherence can be preserved, and we must therefore
avoid secularization here. As discussed elsewhere [21,24], a
microscopically derived Bloch-Redfield equation can yield
accurate and physical results for the steady state in such cases.
The Bloch-Redfield equation for the system density matrix
ρ(t) following the Born and Markov approximations is [2]

dρ
↑†
↑
=
ei(ωi −ωj )t ( ↑ (ωi )Dij [ρ] + ↑∗ (ωj )Dj i [ρ]
dt
i,j =1,2
+

↓

↑

A. Markovian quantum master equation

In order to explore nonzero temperature behavior, we
now derive a MQME, an approximate but fully quantummechanical model, for the same system. We will check the
validity of the MQME by comparing to the exact approach
just described at zero temperature. The resulting equation will
then allow us to extend our predictions to finite temperature.
When deriving a MQME, several key approximations are
typically made. Two of these are the Born approximation

↓∗

↓†

(ωi )Dij [ρ]),
†

(10)
†

↓

where we have defined Dij [ρ] ≡ Ai ρAj − Aj Ai ρ, Dij [ρ] ≡
†

†

Ai ρAj − Aj Ai ρ and the transition operators are A1 =
|↓↓ ↑↓| and A2 =|↓↑ ↑↑|. Here we have introduced the
generalizations of the quantity (ω) [see Eq. (8)] to nonzero
temperatures:
 ∞
J (ν)[n(ν) + 1]
i
↓
dν,
(ω) = J (ω)[n(ω) + 1] − P
π 0
ν−ω
 ∞
J (ν)n(ν)
i
↑
dν,
(11)
(ω) = J (ω)n(ω) + P
π 0
ν−ω
where n(ω) = [e h̄ω/kB T − 1]−1 is the Bose-Einstein distribution function, so that at zero temperature ↑ (ω) = 0.
Solving Eq. (10) yields the following Born-Markov approximated expressions for the nuclear coherences (written in the
interaction picture) when the electron is spin up and spin down,
respectively:
ρ↓↓,↓↑ (t) = [r↓↓,↓↑ (e−κ− t − e−κ+ t ) + ρ↓↓,↓↑ (0)e−κ+ t ],
ρ↑↓,↑↑ (t) = [r↑↓,↑↑ (e−κ− t − e−κ+ t ) + ρ↑↓,↑↑ (0)e−κ+ t ]e−4igt ,
(12)
↑(↓)

=

↑(↓)

↑(↓)∗

(ω1 ) +
(ω2 ), we have

1
κ± = [γ ↑ + γ ↓ − 4ig ± (γ ↑ + γ ↓ −4ig)2 +16igγ ↑ ],
2
γ ↓ ρ↑↓,↑↑ (0) − (γ ↑ − κ+ )ρ↓↓,↓↑ (0)
r↓↓,↓↑ =
,
κ+ − κ−
 ↑

γ − κ−
.
(13)
r↑↓,↑↑ = r↓↓,↓↑
γ↓

where, defining γ

III. APPROXIMATE TREATMENTS AT FINITE
TEMPERATURE

↓

(ωj )Dj i [ρ] +

In the dynamics predicted by Eq. (12) there exist two characteristic decay time scales: a fast one governed by 1/| Re{κ+ }| and
a slow one corresponding to 1/| Re{κ− }|. At zero temperature,
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FIG. 3. The quasi-steady-state nuclear coherences for the upper
(orange) and lower (red, long dashed) electron state, plotted as a
function of inverse temperature for g = 0.1ω0 , γ0 = 0.02ω0 . Also
plotted are the two characteristic decay rates, Re{κ± }. A quasi steady
state is only observed when Re{κ− } is sufficiently small. The three
colored areas of background indicate three of the regimes of behavior
discussed in the text: Green (far right shaded area) is low but finite
temperature, in which there is a QSS; blue (middle shaded area) is
at an intermediate temperature where there is no QSS; red (far left
shaded area) indicates very high temperature in which a QSS returns.

γ↑ = 0, we find κ± = [γ ↓ − 4ig](1 ± 1)/2, so the slow time
scale extends to infinity.1 Hence, following initialization in
state |ψ(0) we expect a steady-state coherence |ρ↓↓,↓↑ (t →
∞)| = r↓↓,↓↑ . This quantity is plotted as dashed lines together
with the prediction of the exact solution in Fig. 2. The
agreement between the two theories is excellent, so long as
the electron-bath coupling strength is not too large (γ0
ω0 ).
From the MQME we are also able to extract the half width at
half maximum gHWHM of the curves in Fig. 2: if we neglect
principal value contributions
√ and assume J (ω1 ) = J (ω2 ) = γ0
then gHWHM /ω0 = γ0 3/(2ω0 ).
Having established the validity of the MQME we are able to
use it to extend our analysis to finite temperature. Here, Re{κ− }
is not zero, but nonetheless the fast and slow time scales may be
significantly different—and then there can exist a quasi steady
state (QSS) once the faster decay process has occurred. In the
QSS
QSS
= r↓↓,↓↑ and ρ↑↓,↑↑
= r↑↓,↑↑ .
QSS we find ρ↓↓,↓↑
The magnitudes of the QSS coherences are plotted in Fig. 3
as a function of temperature, and there are four regimes of
behavior. First, at zero temperature we know Re{κ− } = 0, but
we have chosen parameters such that the emission spectrum has
partially resolved peaks and so only partial nuclear coherence
survives in the steady state. At low but finite temperature (the
green shaded region in the plot), a QSS exists: the electron
initially decays much as before, revealing information about
the nuclear-spin state. However, now there are slow photon
absorption processes, which lead to reexcitation and decay of

1
We note that κ− (T = 0) ≡ 0 is strictly only true for the z coupling
model we consider, neglecting the suppressed xy coupling between
electron and nucleus. If that term is included, a very small but nonzero
decay survives even at zero temperature. Therefore the nuclear-spin
coherence does eventually decay in the isotropic coupling case on
a very slow time scale, but a quasi steady state exists before this
happens, the properties of which are essentially identical to the z
coupling steady state.

the electron. Each time another decay occurs, more nuclear
coherence is lost, and eventually it decays to zero on the long
time scale 1/ Re{κ− }. As the temperature rises still further,
a third regime is entered as γ ↑(↓) becomes comparable to g
(this is the blue shaded region in the plot). Now the electron
decays and reexcites on a similar time scale, yet decays are still
slow enough that significant information is revealed about the
nuclear spin on each decay: now Re{κ− } ∼ Re{κ+ }. A QSS no
longer really exists, and the coherences of the system do not
therefore become r↓↓,↓↑ and r↑↓,↑↑ .
The most remarkable feature occurs in the fourth regime
(the red shaded region), as the temperature is raised even further. Now the electron spin decays quickly primarily through
stimulated emission, and the process becomes so fast that in
each decay process very little information is revealed about
the state of the nuclear spin. Since now γ ↑(↓)  g, we may
expand κ± in powers of g/(γ ↑ + γ ↓ ). For a Markovian bath,
we find that Re[κ+ ]  γ ↑ + γ ↓ , Re[κ− ]  4g 2 /(γ ↑ + γ ↓ ), so
the ratio of fast and slow time scales again becomes small and
a QSS returns, with coherences at the highest temperatures
QSS
QSS
| = |ρ↑↓,↑↑
| = 1/4. These two add in phase
reaching |ρ↓↓,↓↑
with one another, and so after tracing out the electron spin
the nuclear-spin coherence takes its initial value of 1/2 in
the QSS, which is several times larger than its value in the
zero-temperature steady state. This QSS coherence then slowly
decays at the rate κ− . Thus, we must conclude that heating a
hybrid system can delay decoherence. At high temperature, the
electron’s thermally activated transitions are fast enough that
no information about the nuclear state is revealed.
Ultimately, at high enough temperature, the MQME we use
will become invalid. The approximations used in its derivation
amount to an assumption that the decay rate of the system is
determined by sampling the bath spectral density at particular
frequencies given by system eigenstate energy differences.
A system decay rate such as κ+ corresponds to an effective
linewidth of the system, and so at high enough temperature,
as κ+ increases, this linewidth will approach or even exceed
the width of the spectral density. However, it is important to
note that this breakdown of the Markov approximation depends
specifically on the peak width in the density of states, and so the
temperature at which this breaks down is unconnected with the
temperature required for the enhanced coherence. We return to
this point in more detail in the following subsection.

B. Semiclassical model

To investigate further the validity of our model in the
high-temperature regime we now develop a semiclassical
description of the behavior of the nuclear-spin coherence. To do
this, we consider the electron spin to readily lose any coherence
it develops, through interaction with the high-temperature bath;
it can thus be effectively described as a classical two state
system, randomly fluctuating between spin-up and spin-down
states. Let us denote the fluctuation rate from σez = −1 to
1 as λ↑ and that for the reverse process as λ↓ . Assuming
the rate of such fluctuations to be determined independent
of the nuclear-spin state at these high temperatures, we may
write λ↑ = 2J (ωe )n(ωe ) and λ↓ = 2J (ωe )(n(ωe ) + 1). Then
assuming n(ωe )  1 for all relevant temperatures, λ↑ = λ↓ ≡
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λ with
λ = 2J (ωe )n(ωe ).

(14)

As the electron spin fluctuates, the effective energy splitting
ωn (t) of the nuclear spin flips randomly between −2g (for
σez = −1) and +2g (σez = 1), with the rate λ, and is therefore
random telegraph noise (RTN), the properties of which are
well understood [26]. Under this assumption, the total nuclear
coherence Cn may be written

 t
ωn (s) ds ,
(15)
Cn (t) = Cn (0) exp i
0

where .. denotes an ensemble average. A cumulant expansion
allows the ensemble averaged exponential to be written as
an exponential function of ensemble averaged correlation
functions:

 t
exp i
ωn (s) ds
0

= exp


 t
 in  t
ds1
ds2 ...
n! 0
0
n

t

×

dsn ωn (s1 )ωn (s2 )...ωn (sn )

(16)

0

where .. indicates a cumulant.
Our RTN has zero mean, and indeed all odd cumulants
are strictly zero, and so to fourth order we may write the
coherence as
1
ωn,1 ωn,2 
Cn (t) = Cn (0) exp −
2!
+

FIG. 4. The classical decay rate, based on the RTS model, compared with the two quantum decay rates κ+ and κ− defined in Eq. (13).
Good agreement between κ− and the classical rate κSC can be seen in
the high-temperature limit, and the two theories also agree across a
temperature range where the Markov approximation is still valid (see
text for details).

1
( ωn,1 ωn,2 ωn,3 ωn,4  − ωn,1 ωn,2  ωn,3 ωn,4 
4!

− ωn,1 ωn,3  ωn,2 ωn,4  − ωn,1 ωn,4  ωn,2 ωn,3 )

where λ is the decay rate defined above. Performing the
integrals and assuming λt  1 yields


g2
2g 2 t
(22)
1− 2 .
Cn (t) = Cn (0) exp −
λ
λ
For a sufficiently fast decay g/λ
1, the fourth-order terms
are suppressed and we find that the nuclear coherence is
well approximated by exponential decay with a rate κSC =
2g 2 /λ, or from Eq. (14) κSC = g 2 /J (ωe )n(ωe ). This quantity
decreases with temperature, leading to a longer exponential
decay time. This is precisely the origin of the well-known
motional narrowing effect in NMR [27].

(17)
where we have explicitly written the fourth-order cumulant
in terms of the correlation functions (or joint moments)
defined by
 t
 s2
ds2
ds1 ωn (s1 )ωn (s2 ),
(18)
ωn,1 ωn,2  ≡ 2!
0

0

and
ωn,1 ωn,2 ωn,3 ωn,4 
 t
 s4

= 4!
ds4
ds3
0

0



s3
0

s2

× ds2

ds1 ωn (s1 )ωn (s2 )ωn (s3 )ωn (s4 ).

(19)

0

Evaluating the correlation functions for RTN we find that for
the time orderings we require we have
ωn (s1 )ωn (s2 ) = 4g 2 exp [−2λ(s2 − s1 )]

(20)

and
ωn (s1 )ωn (s2 )ωn (s3 )ωn (s4 )
= 16g 4 exp [−2λ(s4 − s3 + s2 − s1 )]

(21)

C. Comparison of quantum and classical results

We now calculate this classical decoherence rate as a
function of temperature for our model and compare it to the
quantum case discussed in Sec. III A above. We show the
results of such a comparison in Fig. 4. For the curves shown in
the figure we have used a sub-Ohmic spectral density, Eq. (2)
with s = 1/2, and ξc = 3ω0 . Other parameters are the same
as we have used before: γ0 = 0.02ω0 , g = 0.1ω0 . For high
temperature, ω0 /kB T  0.1, we find good agreement between
the classical decay rate κSC and the slower κ− rate (which
corresponds in the quantum model to the decay rate of the
nuclear coherence following the initial electron-spin decay).
Indeed, at high temperature we found earlier that Re[κ− ] 
4g 2 /(γ ↑ + γ ↓ ) = g 2 /J (ωe )n(ωe ) = κSC , and so we expect to
see such agreement in Fig. 4.
As noted above, to ensure that our high-temperature results
are robust, we should consider the validity of the Markov
approximation made in deriving our MQME in this limit. In
order to assess the region of Fig. 4 in which we can have full
confidence in Markov approximation, we first find the width
W for this spectral density function by calculating its second
moment. This leads to W = 7.3 ω0 . It then seems reasonable
to assume that whenever the decay rates of the system are
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significantly smaller than W that the Markov approximation
is valid. Referring to Fig. 4, we see that the larger decay rate
for the MQME, κ+ , is less than 0.2 W for ω0 /kB T > 0.05. We
can see therefore that the classical model and quantum model
agree in a region where the Markovian approximation is valid,
i.e., for around 0.05 > ω0 /kB T > 0.1. Both models then agree
well all the way to infinite temperature, and so the conclusion
that we made above—that heating a system can improve its
coherence time—is indeed valid.
IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In order to observe the protected coherences that we have
described, it is necessary to engineer a system whereby the
transition spacings are comparable to their linewidths, and
which can be tuned. Quantum dots (QDs) doped with a single
electron have spin selective optical transitions to trion states,
so forming a hybrid spin-photon system. Sweeney et al. [28]
found that the optical transition spacings in a cavity-QD
system were 2.8 times greater than the linewidths. Purcell
enhancement in QD systems can broaden linewidths by a factor
of 6.7 [29] to produce highly indistinguishable photons, which
would allow coherences to survive even at zero temperature.
Closely spaced transitions are also found in NV centers
in diamond, already the focus of many quantum computing
studies. The NV center carries an electron spin which can be
optically excited via spin selective transitions [30]. The spin
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